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Author’s response to reviews:

BMED-D-19-01709R1 Response letter

Reviewer reports:

Reviewer #2 Harm van Marwijk, Ph.D.: Nice rebuttal, thanks, happy with the changes

Reviewer #4 Reidar Tyssen: I think you have revised quite wisely, and would strongly recommend the editors to include also the description of stakeholder group's participation as an additional file. This kind of user involvement seems to be key in the realist review.

I have only one query, as regards my comment 9, since this is so crucial in all epidemiology (temporality is a major Bradford Hill's criteria). Followed by your clarification, this actually explains an important major advantage of the Pawson method...
I would strongly recommend a sentence like this at the end of line 19 page 9: "Most studies about individual and work-related factors related to doctors' mental ill-health are of a cross-sectional design, however, it is still epistemologically possible to make causal claims based on such data, especially by combining data of various types, as in a realist review (ref. 21, 24)"

Sentence added, page 15-16 lines 21-1

Editorial request:

- Please provide a legend for Figure 2, including any details regarding authorship, possible copyright, etc. Please see our guidelines here for reference: https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com%2Fsubmission-guidelines%2Fpreparing-your-manuscript%23preparing%2Bfigures&data=02%7C01%7CD.Carrieri%40exeter.ac.uk%7C87df9145c257497de56508d7ae27cfbc%7C912a5d77fb984eeaf321334d8f04a53%7C0%7C0%7C637169358319370009&amp;amp;reserved=0

Figure 2 legend added page 25 (there is no copyright) all the cartoons are freely available here: http://sites.exeter.ac.uk/cup/cartoons/ (webpage added to the figure legend)